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ABSTRACT

We propose different methods for alternative represen-
tation and visual augmentation of sheet music that help
users gain an overview of general structure, repeating pat-
terns, and the similarity of segments. To this end, we ex-
plored mapping the overall similarity between sections or
bars to colors. For these mappings, we use dimensionality
reduction or clustering to assign similar segments to simi-
lar colors and vice versa. To provide a better overview, we
further designed simplified music notation representations,
including hierarchical and compressed encodings. These
overviews allow users to display whole pieces more com-
pactly on a single screen without clutter and to find and
navigate to distant segments more quickly. Our prelimi-
nary evaluation with guitarists and tablature shows that our
design supports users in tasks such as analyzing structure,
finding repetitions, and determining the similarity of spe-
cific segments to others.

1. INTRODUCTION

Common music notation can be considered as a special vi-
sual encoding to convey music, including instructions on
how to perform it. Despite its compactness and detailed
information, a music sheet is hard to analyze for novice
musicians [1]. Moreover, it contains lots of information
that is hard to display at once without visual clutter or get-
ting too small – getting an overview is tricky. When pieces
contain repeating sections such as a chorus, much infor-
mation is redundant. Even with abbreviations that denote
repetitions, such as a double bar with colon, da capo, or al
segno, a complex structure can lead to tedious navigation.

Recent work [1–3] strove to enrich notation to better
convey music-theoretical information and patterns. In this
paper, we instead focus on quickly gaining an overview
of structures such as similarities and repetitions. This
overview is meant to support learning, or teaching a music
piece, as musicians often have to remember which segment
of a piece they have to play when and how often, informa-
tion that can be obscured in classical sheet music notation.
According to the visualization principle “eyes beat mem-
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ory” [4], we argue that the current notation leaves room for
further optimization.

Toward this goal, we propose to visually enrich sheet
music by mapping calculated similarities among segments
of the sheet music, such as sections or bars (measures), to
colors. To fit the notes of a whole piece onto a screen while
remaining legible, we propose compact alternative encod-
ings to common music notation that allow for overview
and easier navigation without having to scroll or change
pages. This work focuses on guitar tablature of Western
music, which is easier to represent compactly and often
features more repeating parts than other kinds of sheet mu-
sic. However, we argue that our general method of map-
ping similarities to color can also help with other kinds of
music. We conducted a preliminary qualitative evaluation
through pair analytics with four guitarists. The results in-
dicate that our design supports tasks such as summarizing
structure, finding repetitions, and analyzing similarity.

In summary, we contribute 1) the exploration of novel
representations of sheet music for easier overviews, specif-
ically a method for mapping similarity among components
of a music sheet to color, and 2) a preliminary pair analyt-
ics study with four guitarists. We further provide source
code and a web app where users can try their own sheet
music in MusicXML [5] at visvar.github.io/sheetmusic-
overviews.

2. RELATED WORK

Similarity in music concerns many dimensions such as
cognition, perception, tempo, pitch, and more. There-
fore, existing metrics use different approaches, including a
continuous representation of notes [6], a geometrical met-
ric [7], shapes of curves [8], and a graph-based metric for
harmony [9]. Janssen et al. [10] evaluated melodic sim-
ilarity metrics using human annotators and a survey [11]
defined eight criteria for symbolic melodic similarity. The
overall aim of the above work is to query pieces in a
database. In contrast, our work focuses on supporting the
structural analysis of a single piece, by visualizing simi-
larities within it. While our design allows integrating any
metric, its main purpose is demonstrating how visualiza-
tion can support sheet music analysis. We thus use a sim-
pler symbolic metric to instantiate our design.

There is a broad range of music-related visualiza-
tion [12, 13], including structure [14–22]. However, some
visual encodings, such as one based on Tonnetz [21], re-
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Figure 1: Screenshot of our design with all views (cut): a) data and visualization options, b) view selection, c) player, d)
instrument/track overview, e) structure hierarchy, f) compressed repetitions, g) compact sheet, and h) complete score.

quire knowledge of music theory. Similar to our approach,
MoshViz [17] focuses on visual analysis in an overview-
detail fashion, but without considering perceptual or cog-
nitive aspects. Our design allows encoding any similarity
metric (mathematical or perceptual) with colors, to make
sheet music easier to understand. Closest to our work is
a structure visualization that uses dimensionality reduction
(DR) to map audio features to color [18], which inspired
us to design a similar mapping for sheet music.

Augmented sheet music adds visual components to
common music notation to increase expressiveness. Re-
lated work augments a music piece with radial note his-
tograms, to facilitate analyzing harmonic patterns [2],
or visualizes rhythm through color-coded sunbursts [1].
Miller et al. [3] combined both approaches, but do not ad-
dress supporting performance preparation tasks. Only lit-
tle research supports instrument learning and composition.
Bunks et al. [23] use color for reference keys on a tabular
layout to support jazz improvisation. Others augment sheet
music with lines and ellipses to support error detection in
composition [24] or pianists in identifying mistakes while
practicing [25, 26]. In this work, we also support learning
by aiding music reading before and during practice.

3. DESIGN

We first introduce the tasks we want to support with our
approach. Then, we describe how we compute similarities
and map them to colors and how we represent sheet music
visually (Figure 1).

3.1 User Tasks

Our overall goal is to improve the efficiency of reading
sheet music, by sparing users the need to search for cer-
tain segments or memorize patterns. We want to reveal
potentially interesting patterns that are hard to infer from
the bare sheet music itself but could be helpful for bet-
ter understanding or practicing a piece. More specifically,
we want to support the following tasks: (T1) understand
the overall structure of a piece, (T2) detect repetitions,
which means to spot where something repeats how often,
and detect repetitions nested within repetitions, (T3) com-
pare multiple segments regarding their similarity.

3.2 Color Mappings

Similarity metrics. Our approach works with any metric
that takes notes and returns a scalar similarity score. We
compare non-overlapping segments of the piece, which can
be bars, pre-defined sections read from the MusicXML file,
or the result of an automatic segmentation (the latter is not
implemented).

In our related work section, we discussed existing sim-
ilarity metrics for symbolic music. Some of these metrics
do not support polyphony or require complete scores or
additional annotations (such as chords) or assumptions on
musical meaning. Metrics that are based on western tonal
harmony [27, 28] would also not generalize to various cul-
tures and genres. Therefore, we designed the following
simple but robust algorithm: First, the notes of a segment



are sorted by their start time and those with equal start time
by pitch ascending. Mapping each note to its pitch then re-
sults in one sequence of integers for each segment. We
then compute a similarity matrix by calculating the Lev-
enshtein distance [29] for all possible pairs of segments,
equals the minimum number of pitches one would have to
insert, delete, or replace, to transform the first sequence
into the second.

We further compute similarities between all sets of
notes that have the same start time, which we refer to as
harmonies. For these sets, we only use the notes’ pitch
class (disregarding octaves) and compute the Jaccard in-
dex [30], which equals the ratio of intersection over union.

Mapping. Once we have a similarity matrix, we can cre-
ate a color mapping that respects these similarities. We
explored three alternative methods that use either a one-
to-many comparison, dimensionality reduction, or hier-
archical clustering. Figure 2 shows an example for our
similarity-based color mapping, Figure 3 summarizes our
different mapping strategies.

The first method colors bars by their similarity to a se-
lected bar. This selection is made by the user or automat-
ically when playing the piece, where the currently played
bar is selected. To obtain colors, we linearly map the simi-
larities to a color scale. Another mode only colors bars that
the metric considers identical to the selected one, allowing
users to quickly spot where and how often it repeats.

Our second method uses dimensionality reduction
(DR), a method commonly used to transform data from a
high-dimensional space to a lower-dimensional one. Usu-
ally, the target space is two- or three-dimensional, such that
data points can be shown on a screen. We instead project
onto a one-dimensional space that we can then linearly
map to a color scale. As we do not have concrete posi-
tions in a space, but only the similarities between them,
we chose multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) [31] that ac-
cepts a similarity matrix as input. Furthermore, MDS op-
timizes the computed projection to preserve these similar-
ities, leading to a coloring optimized for these.

As an alternative to MDS, we designed a method that
clusters similar segments together and then assigns each
cluster one color such that similar clusters have similar
colors. Using our similarity matrix, we compute hierar-
chical agglomerative clustering, which gives us a binary
tree. We then sort the tree’s leaves from left to right, as
leaves that are closer together are more similar, and map
them in this order to a color scale. Compared to the above
method using MDS, the resulting colors are easier to dis-
tinguish but represent similarities less accurately. Using a
similarity threshold, users can steer the number of clusters
and therefore colors, to choose a trade-off between detail
and overview.

Color scales. Research on perception proposed a range of
color scales specifically designed for visualization. Since
there are different irreconcilable goals, no scale is appro-
priate for all tasks. While multi-hue scales such as rain-
bows have been criticized [32], they have been shown to
work well for some circumstances [33–35]. For users

Figure 2: Example of similarity-based color mappings.
Top: rectangles represent all bars of a piece, from left to
right in the order they occur. Bottom: a color scale. Curves
connect each bar to its color. In this figure, the curves of
a single color are highlighted through a stronger opacity to
show how they connect to identical bars.

Figure 3: We compute similarity-based colors for ex-
tracted segments via direct comparison, dimensionality re-
duction, or clustering. A segment can be any sequence of
notes in the piece, such as a bar or a pre-defined section.
The selected segment is chosen by the user to compare it
to all others.

with a color vision deficiency, scales with fewer hues and,
therefore, less discernible colors can be used, such as ci-
vidis [36]. When color is used to compare different val-
ues or intervals, a color scale needs to accurately represent
similarities between values. For this task, single-hue scales
or interpolations between two hues are appropriate but fur-
ther reduce the number of discernible colors. Although the
number of distinguishable colors is small, there are enough
for our use case, as the number of different segments in a
piece is limited. Since colors are distributed by similarity,
indistinguishable colors should only be assigned to very
similar segments. To accommodate different user needs,
we choose a broad multi-hue scale (spectral) as default but
also provide more accessible ones; for direct comparison,
we choose a single hue scale (blues) (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Some of the included color scales, taken from
D3 [37]. The choice depends on the current task and indi-
vidual limitations of the user’s color vision.

https://github.com/d3/d3-scale-chromatic


Figure 5: A pattern of repetitions with different endings.
Bar 16 is colored blue, 24 and 40 are the same yellow, and
bar 32 is green.

3.3 Visual Encodings

Layout enrichment for common music notation. We de-
signed several visual encodings to address different tasks
and reveal different kinds of patterns. The most straight-
forward encoding is to display the full sheet music as the
common notation that is familiar to musicians and repre-
sents the complete information. We enrich this display by
adding colored, semi-transparent rectangles on top of the
segments, for example, one for each bar (Figure 5). The
reduced opacity makes colors brighter than in other views
but improves the readability of the notation. This color-
ing helps more quickly see where a bar repeats (T2), as
the user only has to compare bars with similar colors (T3).
Even when two different bars were assigned similar col-
ors, this process allows for ruling out many others. This
encoding suffers from the same limitations as non-colored
sheet music. Due to its highly detailed nature, fitting the
complete piece on the screen at once would lead to small
and illegible visuals. Therefore, we designed simplified,
filtered, and compressed alternatives, which we explain in
the following paragraphs.

Note display. In most views, we represent notes by blocks
that are positioned horizontally by start time and have a
width proportional to the note’s duration, to visually in-
dicate timing and rhythm (Figure 6). The first mode dis-
plays the notes as triangles in a piano roll, allowing it to
represent music for any instrument, but less readable than
other encodings. A second mode displays guitar tablature,
where each row stands for one string, and the third adds
fret numbers for more detail. We focus primarily on gui-
tar tablature in this work, but new encodings resembling
other instruments’ common notations could extend our ap-
proach. Depending on their size, our encodings become
hard to read but still reveal coarse patterns more clearly
than detailed notation. In order to show the whole piece
at once (T1), without filtering or compression, we display
the full score with the above encodings (Figure 1g).

Hierarchy. Most music pieces have a hierarchical struc-
ture in the form of sections such as verse and chorus, span-
ning multiple bars, each with none to a few notes, which
might be grouped in harmonies (notes played at the same
time). We visualize this structure as a tree, where users
can select a node to show only its children in the level be-
low (Figure 1e). This representation supports gaining an

(a) Piano roll. (b) Tab (simple). (c) Tab with frets.

Figure 6: Note display: a) Piano rolls can represent any
music but lack additional information. b, c) Tablature ei-
ther simplified or with fret numbers. Notes are drawn in
black or white depending on the background’s luminosity.

overview (T1) and allows navigating the sheet music more
conveniently. The colors are level-specific, such that they
only represent similarities within, not between, the levels.
Notes have their own color map that is not based on simi-
larity but still allows to spot repetitions or patterns such as
sequences of increasing pitch (T2).

Compressed multi-level repetitions. Music pieces might
have another hierarchical structure regarding repetitions
when a repeating segment contains repeating sub-segments
(T1,2). Similar to data compression, this allows us to cre-
ate a more compact representation, by only displaying a
repeating segment once and annotating it with its number
of repetitions. Doing this recursively results in a tree where
each leaf is a bar of the music piece, and each inner node
contains the following information: A pre-fix child, a re-
peated child with its repetition count, and a post-fix child,
where pre- and post-fix can be empty. The visual encod-
ing we chose for this data structure uses our compact note
encoding (Figure 6) for the leaves and brackets for the in-
ner nodes (Figure 7). Numbers above the bars denote the
index of their first occurrence, allowing to spot recurring
ones that are farther apart.

Figure 7: Our compressed view shows repetitions as
nested blocks (cut). Note, that bar 51 appears two times,
as it equals bar 53.

Workflow and interaction. We envision musicians using
our interface primarily while learning a new piece, where
they first get an overview and then take a closer look at
the detailed sheet music. During navigation, reading, and
playing, they could use overviews as ‘minimaps’ that pro-
vide context for what they are currently focusing on. As all
views are linked, clicking on a bar in any view allows users
to highlight or jump to a certain bar in all other views.

4. EVALUATION

We chose a pair analytics setup over a comparative user
study, as most related work focuses on different tasks or
data, which does not allow fair comparison. Furthermore,



instead of quantitative usability ratings and time measure-
ments, we were more interested in qualitative feedback on
how guitarists would use our design and what limitations
they encounter. In pair analytics [38], designers and partic-
ipants collaboratively analyze the participants’ data, allow-
ing designers to evaluate a design without needing to teach
participants how to use it, saving them time and ensuring
they use all features appropriately.

Our participants (P1–P4) have experience with reading
guitar tablature. P1 has played guitar for 15 years and reg-
ularly teaches it and P2 has played drums for 5 years and
guitar occasionally. P3 and P4 have played guitar for 16
and 12 years. P1 and P3 have full color vision, P2 and P4
have a slight red-green deficiency. All but P3 were famil-
iar with visualization. We met with each participant for
roughly 1.5 hours. After an introduction to our interface,
we looked at guitar tablature of their choice together, en-
couraging them to use different features and think aloud.

Our participants found the coloring generally helpful:
“I have played classical pieces with 8 or 12 pages ... you
searched, with your teacher, made annotations with a pen
... ‘here it’s that part again’ ... if it’s only black-on-white,
you’re blind at some point” (P3). They were able to detect
various patterns: “the color indicates a new segment” (P1)
(T1), “always two bars one note, two bars the other note,
...” (P1) (Figure 8). One interesting example was a pattern
where the same segment was repeated four times, with a
different ending each time, except for the fourth that equals
the second (Figure 5, T2,3).

Figure 8: A simple alternating pattern with bars that repeat
as AABB multiple times.

In some cases, our current similarity metric did not
work well: “here, I’m sure it’s different, but the color is
not quite different ... if you check the color carefully, I
think you can see it” (P1). We proposed coloring anno-
tated sections of the sheet music by their similarity: “That
is already very useful, because ... when I’m [teaching] and
want to show segments, then I always have to mark them
by hand. This is doing it for me” (P1). While we currently
colorize either by section or bar, P3 suggested alternatively
coloring by sequences of bars that occur together multiple
times, such as riffs or motifs. Interestingly, our coloring
allows users to quickly guess the effort needed to learn a
piece: “The colors show what you already learned” (P3),
“For me it looks like I practice this purple bar ... and then
I practice these yellow and green bars and then I can play
90 percent of the song” (P1) (T1,2). P4 suggested ignor-
ing bars with only a single note or chord when coloring, as
these are less interesting. Instead, they proposed coloring
differently transposed versions of the same pattern more
similarly and allowing users to manually adjust the color
of a set of identical bars.

We also compared coloring via DR versus via cluster-

ing. When trying clustering, P3 first pondered “I think
[coloring via clustering] is easier to understand ... as
you can really see that it’s different” but then concluded
that “it’s difficult, both have pros and cons ... now if
I would search [by color], it would be more difficult to
spot” (T2,3). P4 suggested to additionally vary the color’s
brightness for different segments in the same cluster, to
also reveal similarity within clusters (T3).

Most patterns were visible with all color scales, al-
though less clearly with those using fewer hues, so users
with color vision deficiencies can also benefit from our de-
sign. Even though P4 has a slight red-green deficiency,
they wanted to use the default spectral scale for most of
the study. When trying out other scales, they told us that it
indeed makes a good default, as it has fewer hues than rain-
bow scales. P4 further preferred viridis over cividis: “here
I see better”. When turning of colors, P3 was astonished:
“here you see how white it is! When looking at colors for
so long, you see for the first time how ugly white it is”.

The simplified and full tablature encodings still reveal
characteristics: “These are power chords, right?” (P2),
“This is a power chord on the second fret ... and that
should be A minor” (P3). For our hierarchy view, P4 found
that “the tab encoding doesn’t help much, the simplified
tab and piano roll work much better”. Especially, since
with the piano roll “you can see well which bars have sim-
ilar notes” (P4) (T3).

In our hierarchy view, clicking on different sections al-
lows users to quickly compare them: “Main riff and verse
is almost the same, it’s labeled as ‘main riff’ because it is
... without singing” (P1) (T3). This also shows a draw-
back of sheet music, where repetition signs often apply
for all instruments at once, so if one repeats and another
does not, the first instrument’s notes will show up redun-
dant. During the comparison, we found that P1 labeled the
sections incorrectly, as one had a few more bars that actu-
ally belonged to the following section: “we found that we
labeled it wrong, that’s good!” (P1) (T3). Switching be-
tween different sections allows comparing them: “here’s
again a verse, but a little different ... back there, this bar
is repeated ... this chorus is much longer” (P3) (T2,3).
During our study with P4, we saw that a whole bar con-
sisted of almost only the note E, as indicated by identical
color, except for a single note with different color – “I also
wouldn’t have noticed that [without color]” (P4). As we
only support highlighting sections and bars for now, P3
missed being able to click on single harmonies and notes
to highlight them in other views.

The compressed encoding (Figure 7) was P1’s favorite:
“This is the feature I’m most excited about for showing
people the song structure because this is something I just
can’t do with a [music notation software]” (T1). For
playing a song with students where each plays a differ-
ent instrument of the piece, it “would be great if every-
one would have something like this” to have a compact
summary of the part they should play. Our participants
proposed features we could add to this view, such as re-
ducing or disabling nested repetitions: P1 found “it would



Figure 9: Our algorithm might not create the same struc-
ture as a musician: The sequence 2, 3, 2, 5 appears twice
in a row, but since the following bars of the second appear-
ance form a longer repetition, the sequence was included
there instead.

be great if you had the option to simplify it” and P2 sug-
gested adding a slider for the compression level. They also
told us that this view could be extended to support anno-
tation: “That would be great, to be able to go here and
annotate some things” (P1). Our compression sometimes
leads to unexpected results as it tries to find the longest
repetitions, which might not be how musicians would com-
press a piece: “I would expect that this is in here two times,
but somehow it’s here – it makes sense, it’s just two differ-
ent ways of describing it” (P1) (Figure 9). P3 and P4 did
not consider the compressed view useful (“I would not use
compressed much, maybe once when first looking at a new
song” (P3)) and P4 proposed merging it with the compact
view by optionally drawing repeated segments only once
with the brackets used in this view.

As our compact sheet music view shows the whole
piece at once, it allows users to spot global patterns, such as
how often a bar appears (T1,2): “The compact view shows
how things repeat” (P4), “If you go here and go for [the
color mode] ‘Identical’, you can see that there is a lot of
this” (P1). P4 wished for an alignment, to have repeating
patterns exactly below each other: “it could auto-align it
for me”. We then asked what they think about manually
inserting line breaks, whereto P4 responded: “this would
be the most important to me – if this should help me learn
or read or play, I have to be able to customize and save it”.

When asked for general feedback, P1 told us they “like
it a lot, because it’s always hard to see what is similar
to something else ... I think it’s very important that you
[know] not just what is played, but also if there is a con-
nection to other segments” (T1,2,3). P1 wished to be able
to directly compare bars or sections (T3): “That would be
great if you could select two and then see the difference
because I always click [back and forth]”.

When asked for use cases, our participants told us they
would use our interface for learning, for example by play-
ing along. Both P3 and P4 further imagined using our com-
pact view as a cheat sheet during a performance: “[For
songs with chords and simpler rhythm] you could print this
and give it to someone ... and they could play the song ...
or you use a tablet"” (P3). P4 hid all views but tracks and
compact, thereby maximizing the latter: “like this, I see
the whole song at once ... convenient as a memory aid. As-
suming I know the song already ... I see how often I have to

play everything” (T1,2). As another use case, P4 wished
to be able to see multiple instruments at once to be able to
compare them visually.

5. LIMITATIONS AND DISCUSSION

We mainly focus on guitar tablature, which is easier to rep-
resent compactly and often features more repeating seg-
ments than other kinds of sheet music. However, we argue
that our general method of mapping similarities to color
can also help with other kinds of music. With new, special-
ized similarity metrics and note encodings, our approach
could support non-western kinds and even music without
discrete notes, as long as a piece can be segmented. Our
example design for guitar tablature and with a simple sim-
ilarity metric allowed us to stay within a reasonable scope
and matched our own musical expertise.

Human color vision is limited, even more with color vi-
sion deficiencies. Our approach can add value compared to
non-colored sheet music for everyone, although accessible
color scales reveal less detail. In our study, some patterns
were clearly visible while some were harder to spot – still,
they were easier to spot than without any color. Coloring
by similarity works well for pieces with a few different
segments that are repeated, as fewer colors are necessary,
but will not work as well for others.

As our current approach depends on dimensionality re-
duction and clustering, it inherits the limitation of these
techniques, such as distortion and artifacts. We chose MDS
and hierarchical agglomerative clustering to preserve sim-
ilarities as well as possible, but other algorithms or ap-
proaches might further reduce these limitations.

In our current interface, the participants missed being
able to directly compare two selections of bars, align bars
automatically or through line breaks, and assign custom
colors and labels. Our evaluation only included four par-
ticipants. While such a number is typical for pair analyt-
ics, real-world acceptance can only be evaluated through
longitudinal field studies, where a larger number of users
regularly use a product in their daily life.

6. CONCLUSION

We designed multiple methods to ease the detection of re-
peating structures in sheet music. Our evaluation provided
a first qualitative indication of the effectiveness of our ap-
proach. Therefore, we are confident that extensions to our
design can turn our work into a helpful tool for musicians.

Future work includes further similarity metrics and vi-
sual encodings better suited for different tasks, sheet music
characteristics, instruments, and music genres. Adding la-
bels and exporting them would allow musicians and teach-
ers to save and share their results. Showing multiple in-
struments of a piece at once would allow comparing them,
for example, to quickly see where two guitars play similar
notes. We plan to let more musicians actively use our de-
sign during learning, playing, and teaching over months to
test real-world usage and acceptance longitudinally.
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